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MAD ADAM? 
JOHN E. CONNETT 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
When Adam first met Eve in Eden, he politely introduced himself: 
Madam, I'm Adam. (Eve should have been named Iris so that she could 
have replied: Sir, I'm Iris.) Had Adam been more loquacious, he could 
have used any of the following palindromic introductions--although some 
might have led Eve to doubt his sexual orientation and his sanity! 
Madam, aid a lonely--a Jay Leno lad. I am Adam 
Madam, I (even I!) do see sod in Eve. I'm Adam 
Madam, I am a lama. I'm Adam 
Madam, I am a man? a fan? a mama? I'm Adam 
Madam, I am ill. I've nine men in evil Lima. I'm Adam 
Madam, I be Zeb. I'm Adam 
Madam, I do get a mate. God, I'm Adam 
Madam, I do see bed. I hide bee sod. I'm Adam 
Madam, I help Martin. I trample him, Adam 
Madam, I saw a yam. A Maya was I, Madam 
Madam, I sit on a Foster-Reflex-Axel ferret sofa. No, 'tis I, Madam 
Madam, I strap on no parts. I'm Adam 
Madam, I tell a boy Eve is a sieve. Yo, ballet! I'm Adam 
Madam, I (even I, man!) am in Eve. I'm Adam 
Madam, I'm a dame. Rare Madam, I'm Adam 
Madam, I'm a hat? a can or a baron? a cat? a ham? I'm Adam 
Madam, I'm in Ed's denim. I'm Adam 
Madam, I'm it--mail aroma. Moral: I am Tim. I'm Adam 
Madam, I'm life (see geese film). I'm Adam 
Madam, I'm Rafe (we farm). I'm Adam 
Madam, it is 1. Ere Hero's sore, here I sit. I'm Adam 
Madam, it is in Eden I sit. I'm Adam 
Madam, it's Tim. Or is it? 0, no, 'tis I--Rom. It's Tim, Adam 
Madam, in mad times bar crabs, emit 'damn'. I'm Adam 
Madam, I am Stacy (away, cats!). Ma, I'm Adam 
